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1 Welcome to COM/FOX 

This guide offers the quickest way to install and begin using COM/FOX with  

3DEXPERIENCE CATIA V6.  

 

There are two levels of COM/FOX CATIA V6 - JT interfaces: 

• product solution COM/FOX V6 MultiCAx-JT Plug-in 

• project solution COM/FOX CATIA V6 – JT  
 
The product solution COM/FOX V6 MultiCAx-JT Plug-in is based on CATIA’s V6 XCAD 
API and covers only the bi-directional conversion CATIA V6 – JT.  
 

The project solution COM/FOX (multi Format Optimized eXchange) in essence is an op-

timization tool with interfaces for CATIA, the standard formats STEP, VDAFS, as well as 

for Virtual Reality or Visualization formats such as JT, Stereo lithography (STL). 

The COM/FOX conversion process takes place in several steps, optionally in batch mode 

or interactively: 

▪ Read the input data into the internal geometry kernel 

▪ Set the conversion parameters 

▪ Automatic optimization in the internal mathematical  representation of the processor 

kernel 

▪ Specific conversion for the target system  

▪ Save model in the target format 

COM/FOX supports reading and writing of JT data. The JT file format up to and including 

JT V9.5 is supported. You can import or export JT data (interactively or in batch mode). 

On import of JT and  export to JT with COM/FOX you can convert tessellated and exact 

data. 

The converter CATIA V6 – JT currently does not support: 

▪ Specific formats (e.g. piping data, kinematics data) 

▪ Drawing entities 

▪ Layer, Show/NoShow information in assembly files 

▪ Texts and annotations 

Several Options are available to control the JT conversion. 
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2 CATIA V6 Landscape 

ENOVIA V6 is Dassault Systeme’s next generation platform for enabling PLM.  

Data can be created by various authoring systems (CATIA V6, DELMIA, SIMULIA).  

 

Figure 1: COM/FOX converter in CATIA V6 landscape 

By the means of CATIA xCAD technology the converter COM/FOX enables the data ex-

change from external formats to ENOVIA V6 in several ways.  

 

ENOVIA V6 limitation in Batch Mode:   
Direct import of assembly structure from external file in batch mode is not  
possible. The proposed solutions are 
- import assembly structure via xPDM meta file 
- flatten assembly structure into one 3DRep 
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3 System Requirements 

3.1 Application Requirements 

COM/FOX runs on the following operating systems: 

▪ Windows 7 64-bit 

3.2 Memory Requirements  

The source physical machine must meet certain memory requirements. The minimum 

memory requirement on the physical machine for running COM/FOX is 1 GB. The rec-

ommended memory is 8 GB. Depending on what conversion you want to run, you will 

need at least 16 GB of RAM. But probably more and the more the better. 

3.3 CATIA Requirements 

COM/FOX comes up with a CATIA V6 XCAD Reader and Writer module based on the 

CATIA V6 XCAD API. The 3DEXPERIENCE CATIA V6 Release <nnn> required by a cer-

tain COM/FOX Version is specified on the label of the installer package or in the name of 

the installer executable. 

Any service pack level of this 3DEXPERIENCE CATIA V6 release is supported. 

In general the minimal CATIA license configuration required for a JT conversion (import or 

export) is the package CNV/CSV. 

The functionality of CATUtil Dataexchange PLMBatch and xPDM is also present in 

CNV/CSV for COM/FOX as a CAA partners product. 

Concerning CATIA access you will need at least role as an “Author” to be able to use 

CATIA import/export COM/FOX enhancements.  

 

3.4 T-Systems Network License Manager 
The T-Systems Network License Manager (T-Systems LICMAN) Version 2.0 must be in-

stalled as a prerequisite.  

LICMAN software and User's Manual can be downloaded from T-Systems ServiceNet: 

http://plm.t-systems-service.com/en/licman  

For setting up a LICMAN license please follow these step-by-step instructions: 

1. download the  'Licman ID-Tool' from LICMAN download site 

2. find out the ID of your computer by using the 'Licman ID-Tool' 

3. provide the LICMAN Id of your computer to T-Systems Product Support   
(product.support@t-systems.com) 

4. next T-Systems Product Support will generate a COM/FOX license for you 

mailto:product.support@t-systems.com
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5. download LICMAN software and install LICMAN using this license:  

Please refer to LICMAN User's Manual for details. 

If you need assistance, please contact T-Systems Product Hotline  

(cadcam.hotline@t-systems.com) 

 

mailto:cadcam.hotline@t-systems.com
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4 Installing COM/FOX 

4.1 Starting the Installer 

First make sure that the system requirements have been met. 

Then login as Administrator and go to the folder that contains the installer file and execute 

the installer.  

For Windows the installer usually has a name like com-

fox_x_y_z_3DEX_Rnnn_Rmmmm_....exe where x,y,z are the COM/FOX version number, 

nnn is the CATIA V6 release and mmmm is CATIA V6 release using year ,  

e.g. comfox_6_3_5_3DEX_R417_R2015x_ix64_JTTK8000_1336.40956.exe for 

COM/FOX V6.3.5 and CATIA V6 R417 or CATIA V6 R2015x. 

Herein the shortcut R417 corresponds to the CATIA V6 installation directory 

C:\ProgramFiles\DassaultSystemes\B417  for 3DEXPERIENCE CATIA V6 

R2015X. 

The automatic installation procedure cannot install COM/FOX in a customized 
CATIA environment, however it works fine for any default CATIA installation. 

 
After a successful installation COM/FOX will show up in the Windows Start menu under 
‘All programs’ T-Systems for example like this: 
 

 
 

4.2 Adding a COM/FOX license 

For adding a license file for COM/FOX please refer to the LICMAN manual. 

You can download this manual from T-Systems ServiceNet: 

http://plm.t-systems-service.com/en/licman 

 

4.3 Integration into CATIA V6 environment 

If you have to integrate COM/FOX into a customized CATIA V6 environment follow the 

instructions below. 

The installer creates a CATIA V6 environment file  

<INSTALL_DIR>\comfox_nnn_catia_3DEX_ix64\B417\ CATI-

AV6_AND_COMFOX_ENV.txt 
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with all required settings. Use this file as a sample. 

4.4 Integration into CATIA V6 environment with  

other applications 

If you have to integrate COM/FOX into a customized CATIA V6 environment that already 

contains other customer CAA applications follow the instructions below. 

The installer creates a CATIA V6 environment file  

<INSTALL_DIR>\comfox_nnn_catia_3DEX_ix64\B417\ CATI-

AV6_APPEND_TO_ENV.txt 

First append the contents of file ' CATIAV6_APPEND_TO_ENV.txt' to your existing CATIA 

environment file to be used for all your CAA applications. 

As second step adapt all CATIA environment variables in your existing CATIA environ-

ment file corresponding to the variables defined in 'CATIAV6_AND_COMFOX_ENV.txt' 

starting from CATInstallPath until PATH.  

Add the COM/FOX installation to all CATIA environment settings by adding the CXP in-

stallation path (as found in 'CATIAV6_AND_COMFOX_ENV.txt ') to the list of defining 

CATIA environment variables. 

4.5 Uninstalling COM/FOX 

COM/FOX can be safely uninstalled at any time by choosing the program entry in the 

“Add/Remove Programs” applet in the Windows Control Panel. 
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5 Running COM/FOX 

The COM/FOX converter for JT comes up with these user interfaces: 

▪ CATIA integrated in Import/Export Menu of CATIA V6 

▪ Batch start via xPDM Gateway 

▪ Batch start via CATUtil  DataExchangePLMBatch 

In all user interfaces the COM/FOX converter can be controlled by so-called program  

options, that can be set under CATIA V6 menu Preferences – Compatibility.  

In the tab JT COM/FOX the settings for the use of option templates, general and geome-

try conversion options can be defined (see details in chapter 5.3).  

In the tab External Native 3D Formats the data format (exact or tessellated) can be se-

lected. 

Even for a conversion in batch mode it is required to set the options in the preferences as 

described above. 

However, for your convenience when working in batch mode we recommend to use the 

option templates described in chapter 5.8. Hereby you specify the option file to be used in 

the  JT COM/FOX preferences. This option setting then will be effective for all batch con-

version started afterwards.  

If the use of option templates is selected, the options defined herein have higher 
priority and will overwrite all other settings made in the preferences tabs  
JT COM/FOX and External Native 3D Formats. 

 

5.1 CATIA V6 Integration  

In order to start CATIA V6 you can use the desktop icon named  

‘COMFOX CATIA 3DEX R<nnn> or start from menu Program Files / T-Systems / COM-

FOX Vnnn  CATIA 3DEX .../ COMFOX 3DEX CATIA. 

Start  a CATIA V6 session and first define the COM/FOX program options under CATIA 

V6 menu Preferences – Compatibility in the tabs JT COM/FOX and External Formats. 

You will find COM/FOX in these menus: 

▪ Import > File   

▪ Export > File (the currently open file in a work area is converted) 

▪ Export > xPDM (if configured) 
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5.2 Batch Import/Export 

Batch capabilities are given by 

▪ xPDM Gateway by means of CATIA batch utility XPGClientBatch 

▪ CATIA batch utility DataExchangePLMBatch 

The CATUtil functionality lets you run some of the batches available in CATIA V6. These 

batches can be run either from the command line, or using a dedicated tool called the 

Batch Monitor. 

 

Figure 2: CATIA V6 Batch Monitor 

In order to start a Batch Monitor in a COM/FOX environment open the ‘COMFOX V6 util’ 
command from the Windows Start menu under ‘All programs’  T-Systems: 
 

 
 

 

5.2.1 xPDM Gateway 

Using COM/FOX import or export in the context of the xPDM Gateway requires an inte-

gration of COM/FOX into the xPDM architecture. For details please refer to the Dassault 

V6 documentation, chapters 

Installation and Administration | Social and Collaborative | 3DEXPERIENCE Open | Adapter 

for X-PDM – Installation 

Installation and Administration | Social and Collaborative | 3DEXPERIENCE Open | Adapter 

for X-PDM – Administration 
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5.2.2 CATUtil DataExchangePLMBatch 

When using the CATIA utility DataExchangePLMBatch you first have to create a template 

for a configuration file in XML format. 

1. Set the COM/FOX options and preferably use options templates, see 5.3 

2. Start a Batch Monitor in a COM/FOX environment: 

open the ‘COMFOX 3DEX util’ command from the Windows Start menu  

3. Open DataExchangePLMBatch utility in the Batch Monitor 

4. Select data exchange operation: Import or Export 

5. Choose the usage (converter):  JT_COMFOX  

6. For JT import add the JT file to object list 

For JT export add file via Enovia Search Button, and select a ‘Physical product’  

7. Save XML parameter file using “Save“ button. This file will serve as the template. 

8. You now can select ‘Run’ to run the batch directly  

 
Figure 3:  Utility DataExchangePLMBatch 

 

The XML file being created in step 6 (e.g. mybatchParameterFile.xml) now contains 

all the necessary inputs; this parameter file can be used as a template to run the batch 

using the utility DataExchangePLMBatch.  

For this, adapt the ‘dynamic’ fields in the template xml: 
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• For import xml, adapt the name of the file to be imported (xml tag "FileToProcess") 

• For export xml, adapt the result fields of the enovia query 

 
In order to run the batch from the command line: 
 

1. Start a COM/FOX console  

2. Run the following command: 
catbatchstarter -input  mybatchParameterFile.xml 

 

 

Typically, the CATIA batch processing writes a short logfile into a new subdirec-
tory of C:\temp.  
This logfile is NOT the COM/FOX conversion logfile, however it may indicate 
general issues with the setup of the xml template. 

 

In CATIA V6 2015x GA level, a bug prevents the choice JT_COMFOX in step 4. 
As a workaround, save the xml file with the choice ‘STEP’, and adapt the ‘usage’ 
(=> JT_COMFOX) and ‘Extension’ (=> jt) in the saved template xml. 
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5.3 Option Settings 

The COM/FOX converter can be controlled by several parameters or so-called program 
options. The options can be set in under CATIA V6 menu Preferences - Compatibility. 

Select Me > Preferences. The Preferences dialog box appears.  

COM/FOX options can be set in the tabs > JT COM/FOX and External Native 3D For-

mats. 

Selections made in any other tab of Compatibility preferences are not effective for 

COM/FOX. 

Select the General > Compatibility > JT COM/FOX tab for specific COM/FOX options. 
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Figure 4: COM/FOX converter options 

Select the General > Compatibility > External Native 3D Formats tab and choose the 

Data Format.  

• Tessellated: The data are converted as tessellated data (CGR). 

• Exact: The data are converted to 3DEXPERIENCE format.  

 

 

We particularly recommend to check the options defined in Preferences - Com-
patibility when COM/FOX is used the first time. Moreover we recommend to use 
the COM/FOX option templates, see chapter 5.8.  

 

If no logfile folder is specified it will be located in %TEMP% directory.  
E.g. C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Temp  

 

For conversions in batch mode using option templates the options have to be specified in 

a COM/FOX options file. You find samples for option files in e.g. 

<INSTALL_DIR>\comfox_nnn_catia_3DEX_ix64\config\sample 

<INSTALL_DIR>\comfox_nnn_catia_3DEX_ix64\B<nnn>\go\comfox_3DEX.opt. 
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5.3.1 General Options 

Option Shortcut Description 
InFile if Sets the input filename. 
OutFile of Sets the output filename. If this option is missing 

the output name is built from the input file name. 
Note: 
When creating the output file name from the in-
put file name on JT export, special characters 
e.g. [()] in the file name will automatically be re-
placed. 

LogFile log Sets the log filename, if this option is missing the 
log filename is build from the input filename. 

XmlLogFile log Create XML log file with advanced statistics.  
Possible values are Yes or No, default is No. 

OutFormat fmt Selects the output format, possible values are: 
JT, PLMXML, STEP-AP242, CATIA_3DEX.  

Note that your COM/FOX licence may not sup-
port every output format. 

SubordinateOutFormat sfmt Applies only if a major file containing the assem-
bly structure in STEP-AP242 is created with 

references to subordinate files.  
Note: For OutFormat=PLMXML or  

STEP-AP214  and SubordinateOutFor-

mat=JT,  

the option JtStructure will automatically be 
switched to Custom. 

OutMode om Controls if an existing outfile with the same name 
is replaced or not. Possible values are Replace 

and New, the default is Replace. 

Verbosity v Controls the amount of logging information 
COM/FOX writes to the logfile and to the con-
sole. 
Possible values are Error, Warning, Info or 

Trace, the default is Error. 

 
 

5.4 CATIA Reader Options 

Option Shortcut Description 
ConvertFTA cfta Controls the conversion of CATIA FTA1 elements 

(Tolerances, Annotations, etc.). The possible values: 
No:  do not convert FTA elements (default). 

Yes:  convert FTA elements. 

ConvertBrepVoids cbv Convert the void regions of a Brep.  
Possible values: Yes (default)/No. 

 

  

 
1 FTA - 3D Functional Tolerancing and Annotations 
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JT Reader Options 

Option Shortcut Description 
JtReadXTPlane 
JtReadXTCylinder 
JtReadXTCone 
JtReadXTTorus 

 Controls the import of analytical surfaces from JT 
to CATIA.   
Possible values: Yes/No  (default) 

Example:  -JtReadXTCylinder=Yes  
         -JtReadXTCone=No 

 

 

5.5 JT Writer Options 

Option Shortcut Description 
JtConfigFile jcf Specifies the file name of the JT config file to be 

applied.  
JtFileFormat jtff Define the JT file format, default is 95. 

Possible values are: 
// "AUTO", "64", "70", "80", "81", "82", "90", "91", 
"92", "93", "95", "100", "101", "102"  

JtStructure jtstr Controls creation of JT files. Possible values are 
PerPart, Monolithic, Custom,  Custom-

Folder and CustomFlat, default is  Cus-

tomFolder. 

If an assembly is converted to JT format three 
different ways of creating the resulting JT files are 
possible. 
PerPart: A master JT file which references all 

other subordinate JT files representing a JtkPart 
which are stored in a sub folder.  
Custom: A master JT file which references all 

other JT files which are stored in the same folder 
as the master file.  
Monolithic: A single JT file containing the as-

sembly structure and the geometry is created. 
Custom: A master JT file which references all 

other JT files which are stored in the same folder 
as the master file. 
CustomFolder: A master JT file which refer-

ences all other JT files which are stored in a sub 
folder of the directory of the master file. The con-
tents of the JT file corresponds to that of the part 
(e.g.CATPart) in the sending system. 
CustomFlat: A master JT file which references 

all other JT files which are stored in the same 
folder as the master file. This creates a 1-1 pic-
ture of the (flat) CATIA file structure, that is, all 
physical CATProducts will also have a physical 
JT. 
Note: 
With setting PerPart, the JTTK will automatically 

replace special characters e.g. [ ( ) ] in the JT file 
name specified with option OutFile. 
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Thus, the name of the created major JT file may 
differ from what you specified.  
The setting PerPart does not cooperate with -

SubordinateOutFormat=JT, see Note 3 in 

description of SubordinateOutFormat. 

OutXTBrep xtbrep Controls the creation of XTBrep instead of 
JTBrep. Possible values are Yes or No, default is 

Yes. 

OutTessellatedFaces ftess Activate the tessellation for faces and output the 
tessellated data, that is the polygonal approxima-
tion of the exact Brep.  
Possible values are Yes, No or Additional, 

default is No. 

Note: On export of tessellated data to JT, the as-
sociativity of PMI elements is lost. 
No:  do not output tessellated data but only the 

exact Brep contained in the input file (default). 
Yes:  output tessellated data contained in the 

input file.  
Additional: not yet supported, only effective 

on import of JT files with exact Breps and tessel-
lated data. 
 

5.6 JT Config File 

COM/FOX is using the the Siemens JT Open Toolkit (JTTK) for reading and writing JT 

data. 

The Siemens PLM Software JT products employ a standard configuration ("config") file 

format allowing users runtime control of common translation parameters.  

In this JT config file there is a LOD (level of detail) section, where the user can specify 

parameters controlling tessellation and simplification for a specific LOD. 

On export to JT the JTTK will use the settings as defined by the JT config file. This file can 

be specified by the option JTConfigFile.  
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5.7 Interaction of COM/FOX settings and JT config settings 

There are several COM/FOX options that directly enable JT config parameter settings or 

even may overwrite a JT config setting. 

 

The COM/FOX option always has higher priority and will overwrite the corre-
sponding setting in the JT config file. 

 

The following table describes the interaction of COM/FOX options and JT config parame-

ters. The COM/FOX option in the left column will produce the JTTK settings in the middle 

and JT config file settings in the right column. 

COM/FOX Option JtkCADExporter Setting          JT Config Parameter 

OutTessellatedFaces=Yes JtkCADExporter::JtkTESS_ONLY 

JtkCADExporter::JtkAUTO_LOW_LODS_OFF 

JtkRETRISTRIP_OFF 

JtkSMART_LODS_OFF 

JtkPART_SIMPLIFY_OFF 

includeBrep=false 

autoLowLODgeneration=false 

triStripOpt=false 

smartLODgeneration=false 

Simplify setting will be ignored 

JtStructure=PerPart JtkCADExporter::JtkPER_PART structureOption="PER_PART" 

JtStructure=Monolithic JtkCADExporter::JtkMONOLITHIC structureOption="MONOLITHIC" 

JtStructure=Custom, 

CustomFolder, 

CustomFold 

erRootName, 

CustomFlat 

JtkCADExporter::JtkCUSTOM structureOption="CUSTOM" 

JtFileFormat=nn 

e.g. nn=81 

JtkCADExporter::JtkJT_VERSION_nn JtFileFormat = "nn" 
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5.8 Using Option Templates  

An XML based option configuration file enables the user to set his specific options for 

conversions in a CATIA V6 session. 

In the COM/FOX Preferences tab JT COM/FOX you will find a box “Option Templates” to 

define your option template settings. You can switch between three modes: 

• “No external option defaults”: 

The conversion will not use option templates 

• “Use company option defaults”: 

Can be activated upon user request. Please contact the COM/FOX support for de-

tailed instructions.  

• “Use private option defaults”: 

Specify a file path of a templates configuration file (.xml) or single option template file 

(.opt) to be used for the conversion.  

We recommend to specify here the delivered definition file ‘OptionTemplates.xml’ from  

<installation path>/comfox_<version>/config/ 

OptionTemplates_3DEX/OptionTemplates_Catia3DEX.xml  

 

In the file ‘OptionTemplates.xml’ several conversion types are predefined. Each conver-

sion refers to an option file to be used. This option file e.g. 

<installation path>/comfox_<version>/config/ 

OptionTemplates_3DEX/OptionTemplate_Catia3DEX_Jt.opt  

can be adapted according to the user’s requirements. If conversions shall be changed or 

added in ‘OptionTemplates.xml’ please contact the COM/FOX support for detailed instruc-

tions. 

This is an example with two option templates for the conversions CATIA →JT and  

JT →CATIA with the string ‘CATIA_3DEX’ as synonym for CATIA V6 input/outpt data. 

<ConversionList> 
 <Conversion InFormat="CATIA_3DEX" OutFormat="JT"> 
  <OptionTemplate location="C:\tmp\opttemp\OptionTemplate_Catia3DEX_Jt.opt"/> 
  <OptionMode value="Exclusive"/> 
 </Conversion> 
 <Conversion InFormat="JT" OutFormat="CATIA_3DEX"> 
  <OptionTemplate location="C:\tmp\opttemp\OptionTemplate_Jt_Catia3DEX.opt"/> 
  <OptionMode value="Additional"/> 
 </Conversion> 
</ConversionList> 

 

 

 

The selection of Data Format: Tessellated / Exact defined under Preferences - 
Compatibility -> External Native 3D Formats always has major importance. 
The selection made here cannot be overwritten by any COM/FOX setting or even 
COM/FOX option template. Therefore the COM/FOX settings (i.e. OutTessellat-
edFaces=Yes/No) made in option templates regarding the Data Format choice 
are not effective. But notice that all other COM/FOX settings in template will take 
effect. 
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5.9 COM/FOX Logfiles 

The logfile of a COM/FOX conversion has the following contents: 

• Time stamp indicating the start of the conversion 

• Table of options used for the conversion 

• Information messages, warnings, and errors  

• Statistics for the read input file.  

• Statistics for the created output file. 

• Time stamp indicating the end of the conversion 

There is a list of the information/warning/error messages of COM/FOX. The amount of 

messages can be controlled via the option 'Verbosity' (see below). If nothing is specified, 

the default value 'Error' will only display error messages, and suppress all warning and 

information messages. 

The COM/FOX logfile wil be created in the folder as specified in the option settings.  

5.10 Return Codes 

COM/FOX reports error conditions and certain conversion results via the program return 

code. 

Note that it is recommended to check the logfile either manually or automatically to get 

more information about the conversion result. The return code is only a hint to indicate 

that something failed, it does not provide any detailed information. 

List of defined return codes: 

code description 

0 Success 

1  LICMAN license is missing. 

COM/FOX was not able to lock one or more of the required licenses. These li-
censes are usually provided by a running LICMAN license server. Please check 
your LICMAN installation and review the LICMAN license file. COM/FOX will print 
some information about the missing license or the type of license error to 
STDOUT. 

2 Unspecific error during processing 

COM/FOX encountered one or more unclassified errors, please review the logfile 
to get more information about the reason for this return code. An example for an 
unclassified error is failure during I/O operations. 

3 Failed to process all assembly elements 

COM/FOX was not able to process all assembly elements, please review the log-

file to get more information about the reason for this return code. 
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4 No geometry processed 

COM/FOX did not process any geometric elements. In case of such a return code 

either the input files are empty or all geometry is in NoShow (Hide) and NoShow is 

not converted. 

5 Failed to process some PMI elements 

COM/FOX did not process all PMI elements and encountered an error while pro-

cessing one or more PMI elements. Please review the logfile to get more infor-

mation about the reason for this return code. 

6 Failed to process some geometry elements 

COM/FOX did not process all geometric elements (surfaces, faces, curves, edges) 

and encountered an error while processing one or more geometric elements. 

Please review the logfile to get more information about the reason for this return 

code. 

8  Fatal error during processing 

COM/FOX encountered a fatal error during conversion and no output file was cre-

ated. Please review the logfile to get more information about the reason for this 

return code. One reason for this return code might be an erroneous configuration 

or environment. 

10  CATIA session creation failed. 

COM/FOX could not create a CATIA session. The main reason for this return code 

is an erroneous CATIA environment or a CATIA license error. Please ensure that 

the CATIA environment which is used by COM/FOX does provide a valid CATIA 

license. 

11 Failed to process more than RtcPmiLimit PMI elements 

COM/FOX allows altering the return code for PMI errors in case a certain number 

of errors are exceeded. In such a case return code 5 is changed to 11. You can 

control the limit via the option RtcPmiLimit. 

12 Failed to process more than RtcGeoLimit geometry elements 

COM/FOX allows altering the return code for geometry errors in case a certain 

number of errors are exceeded. In such a case return code 6 is changed to 12. 

You can control the limit via the option RtcGeoLimit. 

15 Failed to validate/verify an expected result 

COM/FOX cannot validate the resulting output file. 

16 Result file corrupted 

17 Input file corrupted 

25 Visibility control error 
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6 Mapping Tables 

6.1 Mapping Table CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE ➔JT 

V6 Product Structure JT Product Structure 

Product JT Assembly 

Product-Part JT Part 

Product Instance JT Product Instance 

Product-Part instance JT Part Instance 

instance positioning matrix JT Transform 

Product graphic properties  JT graphic properties 

Product attributes JT Product attributes 

V6 Part - CGR Tessellated Representation 
Adjustable or fixed tessellation provided as struxctured fixed 
tessellation with strips and fans JT tessellated: fixed tessellation 

SurfacicRep - Polyhedral Solid Polygon Set and/or TriStrip set within a JT Shape 

SurfacicRep - Polyhedral Surfacic Polygon Set and/or TriStrip set within a JT Shape 

SurfacicRep/3DPolylineGP -  Polyhedral Wireframe Polyline  within a JT Shape 

3DEdgeGP, 3DVertexGP Polyline Set, Polygon Point within a JT Shape 

3DFaceGP:  Structured polyhedral definition: face  
sub-structure definition within a polyhedral Solid or surfacic body Polygon Set or TriStrip set within a JT Shape 

Graphic attributes of elements Color & Graphic attributes of elements 

3DcoordinateSystemGP not yet supported  

V6 Part Exact: Brep Representation JT Brep  

CATVolume Body, Region (volume) 

CATShell Shell  

CATFace, CATEdge, CATVertex Face, Edge, Vertex 

CATBSplineSurface Bspline Surfaces 

Canonical Descriptions of Surfaces – CATCone, CATCylinder,  
CATOffsetSurface, CATPlane, CATRuledSurface, CATSphere,  
CATRevolutionSurface, CATTabulatedCylinder, CATTorus  Bspline Surfaces 

CATBSplineCurve Bspline Curves 

Canonical Description of 3D Curves – CATCircle, CATLine,  
CATEllipse, CATHyperbola, CATParabola, CATBSplineCurve Bspline Curves 

CATPoint Point 

Graphic attributes of elements Graphic attributes of elements 

Local Coordinate System not yet supported 

V6 Part Exact :Brep Representation JT XT Brep  

CATVolume Body, Region (volume) 

CATShell Shell  

CATFace, CATEdge, CATVertex Face, Edge, vertex 

CATBSplineSurface Bspline Surfaces 

Canonical Descriptions of Surfaces – CATCone, CATCylinder,  
CATOffsetSurface, CATPlane, CATRuledSurface, CATSphere,  
CATRevolutionSurface, CATTabulatedCylinder, CATTorus  

Canonical surface 

CATBSplineCurve Bspline Curves 
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Canonical Description of 3D Curves – CATCircle, CATLine,  
CATEllipse, CATHyperbola, CATParabola, CATBSplineCurve Canonical line, circle 

CATPoint Point 

Graphic attributes of elements Graphic attributes of elements 

Local Coordinate System not yet supported 

V6 Graphic Functional and Tolerancing Annotations JT Annotations  

Annotation set Model View 

Annotation type PMI type 

Annotation Sub-Type PMI type 

Annotation 3D Plane / transformation PMI 3D Plane 

FTA2 annotation text content: 
Graphic representation of  
Annotation made of 2DFaceGP (Filled or  
unfilled),2DPolyLineGP, 2DArcCircle, 2DPolygonGP 

PMI Graphic representation 

FTA annotation: frame, arrow, symbols… 
Full graphic representation of  
Annotation made of 2DFaceGP (Filled or  
unfilled),2DPolyLineGP, 2DArcCircle, 2DPolygonGP PMI Graphic representation 

Geometry Relationship for FTA within a part Geometry Relationship for PMI within a part 

Graphic attributes  PMI Graphic attributes  

View & Viewpoint View & Viewpoint 

Capture (annotation group, ….) Model view 

Local Coordinate System not yet supported 

Fasteners JT PMI - not yet supported 

Spot Welds, Line Welds  not yet supported 

Scenes JT PMI - not yet supported 

CATIA enhanced scene with name of the scene,  
camera (= view point + direction)   
 
For each product instance involved into the scene  
 
- Hide-Show status 
 
- Activation status 
 
- Graphic information (color + transparency)   

2D Marker (including visiblity of 2D marker controlled by scenes) not yet supported 

Material JT Material 

Material data and from user specific catalog 

not yet supported 

Material textures not yet supported 

 

  

 
2 FTA - 3D Functional Tolerancing and Annotations 
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6.2 Mapping Table JT ➔ CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE 

JT Product Structure V6 Product Structure 

JT Assembly Product 

JT Part Product-Part 

JT Product Instance Product Instance 

JT Part Instance Product-Part instance 

JT Transform instance positioning matrix 

JT graphic properties graphic properties per instance 

JT Product attributes Product attributes 

JT tessellated CGR V6 Fixed tessellation & structured 

Solid: Polygon Set and/or TriStrip set within a JT Shape SurfacicRep - Polyhedral Solid 

Shell: Polygon Set and/or TriStrip set within a JT Shape SurfacicRep - Polyhedral Surfacic 

Polyline: Polyline  within a JT Shape SurfacicRep/3DPolylineGP -  Polyhedral Wireframe 

Topological structure: TriStrip set containing face  
definition within JT Shape (request a JTBrep or XTBrep 
container) 

3DFaceGP:  Structured polyhedral definition: face  
sub-structure definition within a polyhedral Solid or 
surfacic body 
(request a JTBrep or XTBrep container, else non struc-
tured SurfacicRep) 

Graphic attributes of elements Graphic attributes of elements 

Coord Systems 3DcoordinateSystemGP 

JT Brep  V6 Part Exact:Brep Representation  

Region (volume) CATVolume 

Shell: Polygon Set and/or TriStrip set within a JT Shape CATShell 

Face, Edge CATFAce, CATEdge 

Bspline Surfaces CATBSplineSurface 

Bspline Curves CATBSplineCurve 

Graphic attributes of elements Graphic attributes of elements 

Coord Systems not yet supported 

JT XT Brep  CGR V6 adjustable tessellation 

Solid Brep SurfacicRep - Polyhedral Solid 

Surfacic Brep SurfacicRep - Polyhedral Surfacic 

Procedural & Nurbs surface & Canonical surface 

SurfacicRep & 3DFaceGP - Polyhedral Surfacic 
geometric canonical description of Polyhedral ele-
ments: 
PlaneGP, CylinderGP, ConeGP, TorusGP, SphereGP 

Nurbs curve & Canonical line, circle 3DPolylineGP, 3DlineGP, 3DCircleGP 

Point 3DPointGP 

Graphic attributes of elements Graphic attributes of elements 

Coord Systems 3DcoordinateSystemGP 

JT XT Brep  V6 Part Exact: Brep Representation  

Body, Region (volume) CATVolume 

Shell  CATShell 

Face, Edge, Vertex CATFAce, CATEdge 

Bspline Surfaces CATBSplineSurface 

Procedural surface CATBSplineCurve 
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Canonical surface 

CATBSplineCurve 

Bspline Curves CATBSplineCurve 

Canonical line, circle CATBSplineCurve 

Point CATPoint 

Graphic attributes of elements Graphic attributes of elements 

Coord Systems not yet supported 

JT Annotations 
CGR V6 Graphic Functional and Tolerancing Annota-
tions - not yet supported 

PMI Annotation  

type  

sub-type  

Position plane  

PMI annotation: text content  

PMI annotation: geometry (frame, arrow, symbols, …)  

Annotation position within plane  

Geometry Relationship for PMI within a part  

Geometry Relationship for product PMI between parts  

Graphic attributes   

View & Model View  

Zoom  

Capture  

PMI Coordinate System  
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7 Known Limitations  

7.1 Export CATIA V6 - JT 

• Line Styles 
COM/FOX cannot convert line styles from CATIA V6 to tessellated JT due to missing 
support by CATIA XCAD API. 

• Points in tessellated data  
Points form tessellated data cannot be converted from CATIA V6 to tessellated JT due 
to missing support by CATIA XCAD API for 3DEXPERIENCE 2015x. The issue will be 
fixed in XCAD API with 3DEXPERIENCE 2017x. 

• Transparency Attribute 

On export of exact CATIA V6 geometry to JT the conversion the transparency attribute 

is not yet supported due to a missing functionality of CATIA XCAD API.  

• Part Material 

On export of exact CATIA V6 geometry to JT the conversion of part material is not yet 

supported.  

• Assembly attributes  

Assembly attributes other than hierarchy, positions, and colors of the geometry are not 

supported on JT import or export. 

• Structure of Part Bodies and geometrical sets  

On export of exact data the original structure of part bodies and geometrical sets can-

not be read by CATIA XCAD API and thus is not conveyed to JT. Therefore the infor-

mation where each geometrical element was located originally is lost, all bodies ap-

pear in JT on the same level under the root JT node. 

• JT filename depending on 'title' and 'version'  

There is a different behavior when exporting to JT in session or by CATUTIL Da-

taExchangePLMBatch.  

The default JT filename created in session is depending on 'title' and 'version' of the 

object in database.  The JT filename created by DataExchangePLMBatch is depend-

ing on the 'name' of the object in database. 

According to CATIA R&D this is intended, the ‘title’ cannot be exported as file name in 

PLMBatch (as in interactive mode) because it may not be unique. 

When exporting data in interactive mode, the user may change the name in the 

3DEXPERIENCE window before exporting. However, in batch mode such interactions 

with the user are not possible. In order to ensure that unique names are being used, 

the default filename created by batch is depending on the 'name' of the object in data-

base. 

7.2 Mapping of Element Colors for CATIA V6 to JT 

The general requirement says that all CATIA all element colors have to be mapped cor-
rectly to JT. This applies to the color of PartBodies and individual color of separate faces 
as well as to colors of parts and products on assembly level. 
On CATPart level this requirement is met by COM/FOX. 
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But for assemblies the CATIA color priority is different to the behavior in TcVis. 
In CATIA the color on product level has highest priority and overrides all colors of all child 
assembly node and the colors of geometry in the child nodes.  
In contrast to this in TcVis the color of the last colored component in the hierarchy tree is 
used. 
 
The following figures will illustrate the behavior in CATIA and TcVis. 
 

 
Figure 5: CATIA Color Handling 
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Figure 6: TcVis Color Handling  

 
Conclusion: 
COM/FOX correctly conveys all the color information of CATIA to JT. But TcVis handles it 
differently as in CATIA as in assembly context color propagation in CATIA is different from 
TcVis color propagation.  
So, a 'simple load' of a JT file within TcVis will never show correct colors. 

 

7.3 Import JT - CATIA V6  

• Mix of exact and tessellation data 
COM/FOX cannot convert yet correctly a mix of exact and tessellated data. If this your 
scenario, you should separate each data in a different conversion. 

• Structure lost  
On import of exact data, the original structure of bodies cannot be created by CATIA 
XCAD API and thus is not conveyed to Parts. Therefore the information is always cre-
ated under PartBody for solids, and "Geometrical Set.1" for surfaces and wireframe. 

• Transparency Attribute 

On import of exact JT geometry to CATIA V6 the conversion the transparency attribute 

is not yet supported due to a missing functionality of CATIA XCAD API.  

• PMI are not yet supported 
Reading of JT PMI information and convert them to CATIA FTA, is yet not supported.  

8 
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8 Change Log 

This section summarizes the changes between COM/FOX versions. Note that this 
change log is not exhaustive and not all changes are listed. 
COM/FOX version numbers consist of three numbers separated by dots where the 
first and second number represent the major version and the 3rd number the minor 
version. Listed are the new features added to a specific version of COM/FOX since the 
previous major release. 
 

New to Version 6.5.0 (October 2018) 

• Bugfixes on CATIA – JT and CATIA - STEP AP242 XML/JT conversion  

• Still using JT Open Toolkit V8.0.0.0 (build: 151125) 

• New option parameter ConvertBrepVoids=Yes/No to control if void regions of a 
Brep shall be converted or not  

• Enable import of analytical surfaces from JT to CATIA. This can be controlled by 
new option parameters: JtReadXTPlane, JtReadXTCylinder, JtReadXTCone, 
JtReadXTTorus. The listed options have possible values: Yes (default)/No.  

 

New to Version 6.4.5 (May 2018) 

• Usage of JT Open Toolkit V8.0.0.0 (build: 151125) 

• Import of exact data to 3DEX (XTBrep or JTBrep) 

• Export of FTA to JT: 

- ConvertFTA=Yes/No  

• Improved handling for file names of output JT file and logfile 

 

New to Version 6.3.3 (January 2017) 

• Usage of JT Open Toolkit V8.5.0.1 (build: 161109C) 

• Export of exact data to JT (XTBrep or JTBrep) 

• New options: 

- OutTessellatedFaces=Yes/No  

- OutXTBrep=Yes/No  

• Improved handling for file names of output JT file and logfile 

New to Version 6.2.5 (June 2016) 

• Usage of JT Open Toolkit V8.0.0.0 (build: 151125) 

• Changed options defaults: 

- JtPartSimplify=ON  

- JtPartParameters=.* 


